Guidelines for contributors

Articles should be sent to the editors in final version in a Word document, preferably in Rich Text Format (RTF) by e-mail. A print-out should also be sent to the editor’s address. Only original and new articles will be accepted for publication. The text should be plain and unformatted, with single line spacing, only bold and italic formatting is allowed. The entire text should be written in lowercase (except for uppercase initial letters, of course) without unnecessary abbreviations and contractions. Please use no other formatting, such as chapter or page numbering. Footnotes should be used rather than endnotes. Articles can be submitted in English, Italian, German or Slavic languages.

Article components

The articles published in the scientific journal *Studia mythologica Slavica* must contain the following elements:

- article’s main title in both English and in the language of the article;
- author’s first and last names;
- author’s education (for example, Ph. D., M. Sc.) and title (for example: Associate professor, Research Advisor);
- author’s mail address (for example: Department of Ethnology and Cultural Anthropology, Faculty of Arts, University of Ljubljana, Aškerčeva cesta 2, SI–1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia);
- author’s e-mail address;
- abstract in English (up to 800 characters including spaces);
- up to eight key words;
- article in English Italian, German or Slavic language (preferably up to 45.000 characters including spaces);
- summary in English language; or in case the article is written in English: in Italian, German or Slavic language (up to 5.000 characters including spaces).

Quoting

When quoting from source material, authors should state the author’s last name, the year, and the page, for example (Kuret 1989: 115–120). If the source material has more than three authors only the first one should be listed (Melik et al. 1956). Longer quotations should be separated from the main text and in italics without quotation marks. Shorter quotations should not be separated, but set within the quotation marks.

The references' units should be listed according to the alphabetical order of the authors' second names. If there are more units from the same author in the same year, letters should be added to the citation (for example 1999a and 1999b).

The Digital object identifier (DOI) has to be included to the quotes if available. For more details please visit webpage of the Crossref company [www.crossref.org; http://www.crossref.org/guestquery; http://dx.doi.org/].

Few examples:

1.) for the monographs:

2) for articles in journals:

DOI: 10.3986/Traditio2014430303


3) for chapters in monographs or articles in proceedings:


4) for internet sources:


**Tables and figures**

Authors should submit photographs and other graphic materials in a form suitable for scanning and printing or in digital raster form with a resolution of 300 dpi, preferably in TIF or JPG format in the printing size. All tables and illustrative material in the article should be numbered uniformly (for example: Fig. 1, Fig. 2), and have their own titles. Their appropriate place in the article should be marked.